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BEAUTY UPDATE

HAIR: CATWALK PONYTAILS
The Ponytail is creating waves in both the 
fashion and beauty world. Ponyta...

TANNING: FAKING IT!
The sun may not have created your beautifully 
bronzed tan, but you sure want...

YOU ARE WHAT YOU EAT
It's not all about what you put on your skin, but 
also what you put into you...

BEAUTY: BAMBI LASHES
Long lashes are one of the most feminine 
attributes on the female face, but ...

MORE IN: FEATURED

POPULAR

CUTE AS A BUNNY
Playboy Bunny and Australian swimwear model 
Sheridyn Fisher chats to Tamee R...

VARIOUS THEORIES ON AGEING
Numerous theories abound as to what causes 
the ageing process. Anne-Marie Ma...

LASER: LIGHT FANTASTIC
Laser has a range of cosmetic applications and 
is a common treatment for a w...
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WEIGH TO GO
Written by Jenni Gilbert

Tall, slim and blonde with flawless skin, Anna Shepherd looks your stereotypical 
glamour model. In fact, the 30-year-old from Melbourne is a weight loss mentor after a 
lifetime of obesity; also just a few months from giving birth to her first child.
Anna is the Australian face of the Cambridge Weight Plan, a medically devised 
program that promises fast, safe and sustainable weight loss. It has just been 
introduced here after nearly 30 years and boasting 25 million users in Europe.
At her heaviest, Anna weighed 108kg and wore size 22. After 10 months on the Plan 
she had lost more than 45kg and kept it off until her pregnancy (which I didn't notice at 
our interview until Anna told me).
`As a child, I was big,' she says. `I ate a lot and my bad eating habits continued into 
adulthood. Typically, I'd have two burger and fries meals for lunch and maybe a family-

sized bag of chocolate honeycomb after dinner. 
`At my heaviest I was utterly miserable. I compensated for that by feigning a larger-than-life confidence to hide my true 
feelings. My friends all thought I was the life and soul of the party.

`I'd try to laugh it off if people called me "fatty". I once broke a chair as I sat down, but managed not to cry until I got 
home.  I always felt I wasn't good enough. I was never good at sport even though I enjoyed it, I never got great marks at 
school, I was never pretty enough and what most plagued my life was that I was never skinny enough. 
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WHAT MEN WANT
Men are increasingly seeking ways to tweak the 
parts of their bodies they wi...

FAQS: RHINOPLASTY
For some men and women, the nose can be a 
source of unhappiness. For the r...
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`The only thing that I had going for me was my personality. People always told that I had 
charisma but if I only lost a little weight I would be so beautiful. How could I have the 
confidence to achieve my goals with comments like that?'
Anna moved to London on a working holiday in 2007, where she spent several years as a 
"fat, unhappy primary school teacher".
Her life began to change when she met her now-husband, Junior, `a man who loved me 
for me. Not for how I looked or what I did. He appreciated the beauty in me.'
But the turning point for her physical transformation was seeing holiday photos of herself 
in Thailand with Junior.
`Whenever I'd been overseas in the past, I always deleted pictures of myself looking 
particularly fat, but this time I missed some,' Anna recalls `It was only when I was back 
home and loading the photos on to my laptop that I was confronted by the reality of my 
weight. 
`I was blatantly obvious that my flesh was spilling out of my clothes. It was hideous. 
`I'd got engaged to Junior two months earlier and suddenly I couldn't bear the idea of 
being a fat bride. He loved me however I looked but I felt physically sick when I imagined 
how fat I'd be in the photos. That was it. My goal was to be slim enough to wear a size 12 
dress on my wedding day.'
Anna had tried "every diet going" with no lasting success when she decided on the 
Cambridge Weight Plan (not to be confused with the American Cambridge Diet).

The Plan offers several levels, the most strict of which is the meal replacement phase based on between 1743kj (415 
calories) and 2583kj (615 calories) per day - the attraction for Anna.
`I knew this was my best chance of avoiding temptation and it also promised a fast loss initially,' she says.
`One of the biggest obstacles for a dieter is when weight comes off slowly, even though you're depriving yourself. You 
lose motivation, you start to cheat and then the kilos go straight back on. 
`I'd hit rock bottom many times in my life with dieting; crying into a tub of ice cream about my weight, then solving the 
problem with a Chinese takeaway. 
`With the Cambridge Weight Plan, before I knew it my clothes were falling off of me. I lost 5kg in the first week and 
steadily after that. My funniest moment was running for a bus while my belted jeans were slipping down!'
The meal replacement phase is really only recommended for the obese - that is, with a Body Mass Index (BMI) of more 
than 30.
The Cambridge Weight Plan stems from the early 1960s when Dr Alan Howard, then a research scientist at Cambridge 
University in the UK, developed an interest in overweight and obesity and began to investigate methods of weight 
reduction.
He later teamed up with Dr Ian McLean-Baird to develop the "perfect diet". They set up a research project at London's 
West Middlesex Hospital to create a formula food with optimum weight loss properties, but no undesirable side effects. 
Also, the right levels of protein to protect lean tissue and carbohydrate to eliminate a sense of hunger and promote a 
mild ketosis. (This is when the body uses fat for energy. Because the Cambridge Weight Plan is a low-carb diet, once 
the body has used its own stores of carbohydrate it's forced to use its other source of energy - unwanted fat.)
Finally, it had to have the right levels of vitamins, minerals, trace elements and essential fatty acids to maintain good 
health.
The Cambridge Weight Plan (then known as The Cambridge Diet) was launched in 1984. Anyone who registers is given 
a trained and licensed consultant to guide them through the program, which is what Anna Shepherd has become in her 
hometown of Melbourne.
There are six steps. The one that best suits a client's needs is decided when the consultant conducts an assessment, 
including weighing and measuring:
Step 1. Sole Source - three or four Cambridge Plan products are eaten or drunk a day. Sole source Plus - you have 
three branded products as well as a normal meal of 840k (200 calories). Or you can have four branded products and 
200ml of skim milk. This stage should be followed for between a week minimum to 12 weeks maximum. 
Step 2. Three Weight Plan products plus protein-rich foods, skim milk and some vegetables. This gives you 3402kj (810 
calories) a day and should be followed for a week minimum.
Step 3. This stage allows 4200kj (1000 calories) a day. It consists of two Plan products, milk allowance, breakfast and 
salads for lunch and dinner. It is recommended this be followed for two weeks.
Step 4. Two Plan products, skim milk and kilojoule-controlled lunch and dinner. This basically starts to add more 
conventional food to the daily menu and can be followed for as long as you like.
Step 5. Users are allowed 6300kj (1500 calories) on this stage, which consists of one Plan product, breakfast, dinner, 
lunch and a snack. The consultant can provide ideas and recipes for what to cook and eat for your meals. There are no 
restrictions on how long this should be followed.
Step 6. The last step is the maintenance phase. Once weight has been stabilised the plan recommends planning ahead 
and eating a healthy, balanced diet. It suggests continuing to visit the consultant and having a Plan product a day.
Cambridge Weight Plan products cannot be bought at shops or online; only through a consultant. 
They include sweet and savoury shakes, soups and porridge, all of which are mixed with water, and chewy or crunchy 
bars. 
Key to the longterm success of the Plan is educating clients to think differently about food and eating; to understand the 
negative thought processes and emotional triggers that make them overeat or choose poor quality foods and to 
embrace some form of exercise as a part of daily life. All of which serves to maintain weight loos - and motivation.
`I'd be lying if I said it was easy at first,' says Anna. `I used to eat all the time, all day. So, initially, I did miss food 
terribly. 
`However, I knew that if I showed enough discipline, I'd lose weight - and I had a size 12 wedding-dress as my goal. I 
also had a consultant who gave me emotional support when I was craving a cheeseburger, and that made all the 
difference in the world. 
`So I stuck to the plan religiously and I can't describe the feeling when I stepped on the scales at the end of the first 
week to discover I'd lost 5kg. I was so motivated by the speed of my weight loss I was even more dedicated in my 
eating habits.
`When I got married in October 2010, I did so in the size 12 dress I'd promised myself. Some of my family who'd flown 
in from Australia didn't even recognise me. 
`Before I fell pregnant I was down to a size 10 and weighed just over 63kg. Losing weight also helped me achieve our 
dream of having a baby. Had I stayed overweight I may have had trouble conceiving or suffered health issues during 
pregnancy.
`I'm so proud of what I've achieved - I've realised how strong I am, and I'm so happy and confident now. `My fat photo 
will always stand as a reminder of the person I used to be. I know I will never go back.'
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LATEST LISTINGS

Esteem Cosmetic Studio - Canberra
Category: Cosmetic Surgery
Esteem Cosmetic Studio - Brisbane
Category: Cosmetic Surgery
Esteem Cosmetic Studio - Haymarket
Category: Cosmetic Surgery
Esteem Cosmetic Studio - Sydney
Category: Cosmetic Surgery
Esteem Cosmetic Studio - RPAH Medical Centre
Category: Cosmetic Surgery
More Listings

UPCOMING EVENTS

31.03.2012 - 01.04.2012 Salon Melbourne 

02.05.2012 - 05.05.2012 Cosmetex 2012 

09.06.2012 - 11.06.2012 Hair Expo Australia 

30.06.2012 - 30.06.2012 APAA Education Conference 

& Gala Dinner 2012 

11.08.2012 - 12.08.2012 Sydney International Spa & 

Beauty Expo 

LATEST NEWS

BENEFIT: RAISING EYEBROWS

WEIGH TO GO

KIEHL'S: OUT DAMNED SPOTS

The New Face of Beauty

Future Trends

© 2009 Bella Media. All Rights Reserved. DISCLAIMER

ALL MAN
It's no secret the world of 
cosmetic enhancement is 
evolving rapidly and while 
there are numerous 
procedures geared toward 
female-specific concerns, 

men can also benefit from an array of cosmetic... Read 
more

FITNESS: FIT FOR LIFE
Russell Cox, director of 
Regenesis Fitness, believes 
the best way to look younger 
is to get fit. He tells us how 
being active and healthy is 
the best anti-ageing 

medicine. I believe that by far ... Read more

BREASTS: 10 IMPLANTS MISCONCEPTIONS
Anyone considering breast 
augmentation should 
research all possible options 
and be aware of the myths 
that surround the procedure. 
1. Silicone implants are not 

safe Silicone gel-filled breast i... Read more

COMPLETE GUIDE TO HAIR EXTENSIONS
Celebrities have long been a 
source of inspiration for 
hairstyles for many women, 
particularly those with long, 
luscious locks. Hair 
extensions are more 

accessible and attainable than ever and ca... Read more

MICHELLE'S BLOG
Read Michelle Kearney's 
blog - expert tips for 
successful marketing in the 
cosmetic surgery and beauty 
world plus latest info on 
procedures. Michelle is 

Managing Director of Bella Media, Editor ... Read more

COSMETIC BEAUTY AND SOCIAL NETWORKING
The Cosmetic Surgery and 
Beauty Portal has joined the 
Social Networking world. 
Follow us on Twitter to get 
the latest breaking news as 
it happens, and get 

notifications of the latest articles, c... Read more

For more information about Cambridge Weight Plan Australia go to www.cambridgeweightplan.com.au, email 
admin@cambridgeweightplan.com.au or call 1300 365 891
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